FridgeWize Wins Coveted 2016 International Energy Award
Top Product of the Year Award Marks A Crowning Achievement

December 9th, 2016, Kansas City, MO --  FridgeWize is humbled to
announce that it has won its second consecutive global energy award
this year, putting the spotlight on this rapidly growing Kansas City
based company. The award-winning FridgeWize Q Blade was named
Energy Efficient Product of the Year HVAC&R at The Energy Awards
on November 30th. This win follows another exhilarating milestone
achieved when FridgeWize’s Q Blade was the proud recipient of the
prestigious RAC Cooling Industry Awards.
“We were nominated in the same category as industry giants Samsung and Toshiba, this alone was a great
honor. Winning the 2016 Energy Awards top honors for Product of the Year has been truly humbling. This
award is to-date the crowning achievement for our team at FridgeWize and for the Q-blade. Thank you to all
of the judges for recognizing a simple yet effective technology that can change the face
 of an industry” shared
CEO and President of FridgeWize, Ryan Grobler, after accepting the award on behalf of the company.
The Energy Awards are the most admired and relevant awards in the energy industry with 19 targeted
categories, covering every aspect of the energy industry from Smart Product of the Year to Innovation of the
Year. FridgeWize won Energy Efficient product of the Year HVAC&R for their game-changing Q Blade, beating
notable renewable energy giants including Samsung and Toshiba.
“Energy is such a vital part of business and domestic life. Everyone has to engage with it in one way or another
- it has an impact on the bottom line; it has an impact on our comfort and the carbon it uses has an impact on
the planet. As a winner, FridgeWize is in the front line of managing energy, reducing energy consumption and
promoting best practice for their employees and customers and they have shown a great deal of innovation in
the process.” said Andrew Gaved, Editor-in-Chief of H&V News and RAC, and host of the Energy Awards.
FridgeWize continues a tradition of reducing global energy consumption through its innovative technology,
headed by a recognized team of leading experts in the industry. Founded in Carbondale, Colorado in 2010,
FridgeWize has grown to be a multi-million dollar energy efficiency company focused on the most efficient
carbon fiber fan blades in the industry, including the revolutionary Q Blade.
FridgeWize has been consistently recognized for its advancements in energy savings, just last month receiving
the Innovation of the Year Award by RAC Cooling Industry Awards. They are also the proud recipient of
Environmental Leader’s Top Product of the Year in 2015 and as a finalist at the 2015 Platts Global Energy
Awards for Commercial Application of the Year.
###
FridgeWize is the leading provider of award-winning energy-efficient commercial heating and cooling solutions. The company distributes and installs
innovative retrofit technologies designed to reduce customers’ utility bills and their carbon footprint. Headquartered in Kansas City, MO with offices
in Carbondale, CO, FridgeWize operates in the United States, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Canada, the United Kingdom, South Africa, South America and the
United Arab Emirates. For more information, please visit our Press Room or follow @FridgeWizeHQ on Twitter.
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